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Abstract: Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) are life-limiting and progressive neuromuscular conditions with significant comorbidities, many of which manifest during adolescence. BMD is a milder presentation of the condition and much less prevalent than DMD, making it less represented in the literature, or more severely affected individuals with BMD may be subsumed into the DMD population using clinical cutoffs. Numerous consensus documents have been published on the clinical management of DMD, the most recent of which was released in 2010. The advent of these clinical management consensus papers, particularly respiratory care, has significantly increased the life span for these individuals, and the adolescent years are now a point of transition into adult lives, rather than a period of end of life. This review outlines the literature on DMD and BMD during adolescence, focusing on clinical presentation during adolescence, impact of living with a chronic illness on adolescents, and the effect that adolescents have on their chronic illness. In addition, we describe the role that palliative-care specialists could have in improving outcomes for these individuals. The increasing proportion of individuals with DMD and BMD living into adulthood underscores the need for more research into interventions and intracacies of adolescence that can improve the social aspects of their lives.
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Introduction

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) are progressive neuromuscular disorders resulting from mutations in the DMD gene on the X chromosome. The gene controls production of the dystrophin protein; dystrophin provides structure to cells in skeletal and cardiac muscle. Short isoforms of the protein are also produced in the brain, and are thought to contribute to neuronal structural stability. Current prevalence estimates show 10.2–12.57 in every 100,000 young males worldwide for DMD. BMD has lower prevalence of 1.53–3.6 in every 100,000 males worldwide. DMD is typically considered the more severe phenotype and BMD the milder phenotype for childhood onset; however, individuals with DMD and BMD actually present with a wide range of clinical severity within and across the phenotypes.

Historically, individuals with DMD lost ambulation prior to 12 years of age and survived into their late teens. However, surgical, pharmacological, and noninvasive interventions aimed at preserving function have increased survival into the third decade and prolonged ambulation by 2–5 years. Individuals with BMD have a far more variable presentation, may continue to walk well into their fourth decade or later.
and are not typically at higher risk for early mortality, unless they experience early cardiac failure. Individuals with DMD and BMD experience proximal–distal skeletal muscle weakness, and death is typically due to either cardiac dysfunction or pulmonary complications as a result respiratory muscle weakness. The majority of individuals with DMD and BMD will develop cardiomyopathy, but the onset is variable and studies to date have not determined a consistent marker that can accurately predict onset. Prediction of poor pulmonary function is also variable and cannot be accurately predicted, even from sibling function with identical genetic mutations. In addition to the decrease in function related to progressive muscle weakness, individuals with DMD and BMD experience a variety of comorbidities and complications from the aging process, treatment side effects, and disease progression.

This article presents a view of current literature across a wide range of topics relevant to adolescent health. While this is not a systematic review, we attempted to apply some rules to the search selection and inclusion of literature reviewed. Briefly, we included articles published within the last 15 years. Article preference was given to review articles that focused on adolescent participants or young adults (13 years and older) and their caregivers or that cited a mean age of at least 13 years when children were included. Searches were performed in PubMed using “Duchenne muscular dystrophy OR Becker muscular dystrophy” AND “adolescence OR adolescent” OR terms appropriate to each topical area of interest and restricting age to adolescents. Manual scans for relevant citations in articles reviewed were also assessed for inclusion. Adolescents with DMD and BMD and their families are faced with a vast array of issues to navigate and manage. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to present current literature on the numerous comorbidities and complications that present during adolescence in individuals with DMD and BMD.

**Clinical presentation in adolescence**

As more individuals survive into late adolescence and adulthood, it is increasingly important to focus on older individuals with DMD. Prolonged survival increases the need for focus on education, vocation, and adult health care. Adolescents and adults with DMD now have the opportunity to participate in meaningful work, careers, marriage, and independent life. Furthermore, the risk:benefit ratio for significant medical intervention side effects, such as short stature, pubertal delay, and weight gain, needs to be considered, as individuals with DMD live much longer lives. Individuals with BMD will also progressively lose function, but at a more gradual rate, and the fact that they are not at greater risk for mortality than the general population, with the exception of the clinical presentation of cardiomyopathy, is an even stronger argument that proper care, guidance, and self-management for these adolescents are critical for successful transition into adulthood.

**Growth, nutrition, and exercise**

The literature on growth delays in individuals with DMD demonstrates preexisting short stature in boys who have not used steroids, which is then exacerbated by steroid use. There is some evidence that mutations at the distal end of the DMD gene are associated with shorter stature. On average, individuals with DMD are 4.3 cm shorter than typically developing children, and by the age of 18 years the majority fall below the fifth percentile on US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) growth curves. Weight-for-age DMD growth curves show a preponderance of children above the 90th percentile and below the tenth percentile, which are significantly higher and lower than the CDC growth percentiles, respectively. One retrospective review documented more than half the individuals with DMD as overweight at 13 years and over half underweight by 18 years. Obesity at 13 years predicted obesity at later ages, whereas normal weight predicted later underweight status, suggesting that maintaining mild obesity at earlier ages may be ideal. This weight loss is likely related to progressive muscle weakness leading to dysphagia and mastication dysfunction, with mastication problems occurring even in childhood for individuals with DMD. Body mass index for age in boys not using steroids is on average 1 kg/m² above the typical population. Comparison of steroid-naïve and steroid-treated individuals with DMD shows significantly increased weight and body mass index and decreased height in steroid-treated boys. Once individuals lose ambulation, it becomes difficult to measure height, and weight is only accurate when the wheelchair weight is well documented in the chart. There is no information specific to BMD in growth data, despite the dysphagia also experienced by this population.

Nutrition interventions include supplements for bone health and proactive management of weight through counseling on nutritional status and current activity levels. Swallowing dysfunction associated with the progression of skeletal muscle weakness is evident in both DMD and BMD. Gastrointestinal dysfunction is evident in individuals with DMD, and commonly reported issues include constipation and gastroesophageal reflux disease. Data on activity levels are scarce; however, stretching and aerobic exercise are clinically recommended, with the caveat of...
avoiding overexertion and overworking muscle groups. Clinically, individuals are often encouraged to participate in low-gravity exercise, such as swimming, stretching, and yoga. A recent review of exercise in DMD human and murine research indicated a need for assessing the effects of exercise on skeletal, cardiac, and pulmonary function simultaneously and to determine whether exercise levels beneficial in mouse models are equally beneficial in humans.

**Side effects of long-term corticosteroid use**

The benefits of corticosteroid use are clearly demonstrated in the literature for preservation of function in individuals with DMD; however, there is risk of serious side effects. The most common side effects are significant weight gain and behavioral changes, including hyperactivity and inattention, that present during initial treatment and are managed through dosing changes or even discontinued, as the two primary corticosteroids used are not universally available across insurance companies and across countries. Some of the other longer-term side effects that are included in care considerations as recommendations for monitoring and intervention are growth retardation, delayed puberty, bone demineralization, and gastroesophageal reflux disease.

**Neurocognitive issues**

On average, individuals with DMD perform at 1 SD below the general population on full-scale IQ assessments, while individuals with BMD have average cognitive function. Intellectual dysfunction is associated with particular genetic mutations affecting specific dystrophin-protein isoforms, leading to intellectual disability (IQ<70) in about a quarter of the DMD population (20%–27%). Both DMD and BMD have higher frequencies of learning disabilities and behavioral comorbidities than the general population. Individuals with DMD frequently have delayed diagnoses of cognitive and behavioral conditions, because focus is generally on medical treatment and intervention. Learning disabilities typically involve executive dysfunction (eg, inattention, disorganization) that is not disruptive in the classroom and compound the likelihood the learning disability will go undiagnosed. Almost half the individuals with DMD and 32% of individuals with BMD have a learning disability. Behavioral conditions, including autism, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, obsessive–compulsive disorder, and anxiety have been documented as more prevalent than in the general population, with at least 20% of individuals presenting with at least two comorbid cognitive and behavioral conditions.

**Disease progression**

Pathogenic changes in the cardiac muscle begin at an early age for DMD and BMD, but clinically significant dysfunction is typically seen during the second decade. As stated previously, most individuals with DMD and BMD will eventually have dilated cardiomyopathy, but the age of onset and time to death are variable, and to date there have been no clear predictors of an individual’s cardiac prognosis. Studies have shown that the mean age of onset of cardiomyopathy is consistent across both BMD and DMD at ~14.5 years. Other reports indicate that ~85%–90% of DMD will have cardiomyopathy by age 18 years and individuals with BMD will present later with cardiomyopathy in either in the third or fourth decades. Those with severe cardiomyopathy in the DMD group will typically die from cardiac-related causes, but individuals with BMD are much more likely to qualify for cardiac transplantation. Individuals with DMD are unable to qualify for transplant surgery, due to skeletal-muscle impairment, rejection, and low levels of pulmonary function. A recent review of the literature indicates individuals with BMD who are eligible for cardiac transplant will tolerate the procedure on par with individuals with other forms of heart failure.

During adolescence, individuals with DMD will likely lose functional ambulation and become wheelchair-bound. Loss of ambulation and the onset of scoliosis are frequently associated, partly due to the loss of proximal-muscle strength. Although the combination of skeletal-muscle weakness and limited mobility contributes to progressive spinal collapse, other factors may also contribute. Constant management of wheelchair size, cushion support, and proper seating, especially during adolescence, is essential for preventing progression of scoliosis. When seating accommodation and support are no longer sufficient, surgical intervention may be necessary. Cheuk et al attempted to perform a Cochrane Database systematic review on scoliosis surgery outcomes, and were unable to provide an evidence-based conclusion due to a lack of randomized controlled trial data. The authors found only case series studies in the literature. Individuals with BMD who lost ambulation did so after 16 years of age, and childhood-onset BMD was typically diagnosed as the result of mobility issues related to weakness or myalgia beginning in the second decade.

The primary cause of pulmonary function decline in DMD is respiratory insufficiency related to respiratory-muscle failure, and is typically diagnosed in adolescence. Monitoring pulmonary function is performed through spirometry, which becomes increasingly more challenging as
function decline, followed by weak cough, hypoventilation requiring partial and then full-time ventilation assistance, and possibly tracheostomy if noninvasive techniques fail or other support and illness factors predict the need.21,38 The monitoring of and intervention in pulmonary dysfunction in DMD since 2004 through illness prevention, flu shots, and device prescription has decreased the proportion of respiratory causes of death in these individuals.38,39

**Chronic illness effects on adolescence**

**Burden of care**

The financial costs of health care for individuals with DMD and BMD increase with the age of the individual. As described in the previous section, numerous disease-progression factors and comorbidities begin to present with adolescence. Related treatments, interventions, and equipment are costly, especially when multiple comorbidities are considered. Recent studies demonstrate between a sixfold and tenfold increase in costs over the general population and up to a 16-fold increase between early and late stages, which can be attributed to medical and rehabilitation-technology requirements, increased frequency of visits with specialists, medications, and the need for more skilled caregiving in the home and during hospitalizations.40,41 Most importantly, the indirect costs associated with chronic illness and informal provision of care are the largest burden on individuals and their families, but concentrate in early and late stages of the condition and less so during the intermediate stages during adolescence.40–42 One study on caregivers of adolescents with DMD reported decreased health-related quality of life (QOL) and high rates of anxiety and depression in caregivers, which was predicated on their perception of their child’s overall health levels and whether they considered their child to be happy, which decreased with progression across disease stages.43 The psychological burden on parents is understandably higher for individuals with DMD than BMD, predominantly in feelings of loss and inadequacy of bearing the burden for the family.44

**Quality of life**

Most studies reporting QOL use scales that take into account physical disability, which significantly skews the overall QOL to be reported lower than those without a disability in scales that consolidate physical and psychosocial domains. The perceived psychosocial QOL for both parents and their affected adolescents with DMD or BMD, excluding physical QOL, does not differ from the general population, with males with DMD reporting even higher QOL than the general population in some studies.42,45–47 While the initial loss of ambulation significantly detracts from QOL, QOL appears to improve again with age, which has been termed the “well-being paradox”.48,49 The same pattern has been found in parents of individuals with DMD, who feel better equipped to manage their child’s condition once ambulation ceases and they concentrate their hopes on the progression of their child as an individual, rather than the progression of the condition.50 Furthermore, equipment typically prescribed due to functional deterioration is seen as a positive improvement, because it reduces other impediments to QOL, such as illness, hospitalizations, or limited access to care locations.51 Parent reports of QOL indicate perceived impaired QOL for their child across all domains. However, it has been shown that parental perceptions report much higher levels of impairment in QOL than direct reports by their children.49,52,53 There have been no QOL studies related to BMD.

**Pain**

Pain and pain management have received limited research for individuals with DMD and BMD and are infrequently addressed; however, prevalence studies available indicate that pain is pervasive in this population, especially beginning in adolescence. Recent pain studies have reported ~66% of the DMD and BMD population reporting any pain in adolescence, despite low uptake of pain-management services.54–56 Interestingly, activity causes pain in ambulatory individuals, whereas pressure from being sedentary or requiring transfer was the reported cause of pain in nonambulatory individuals, but the frequency of pain symptoms did not differ between the two groups.55 Pain management is discussed in the care considerations of DMD as part of the palliative-care purview, but does not have any specifics associated with pain management, unless it is associated with another comorbid condition, such as bone demineralization or vertebral fractures.21,24

**Adolescent effects on chronic illness**

**Psychosocial adjustment**

The literature on depression and anxiety in DMD is mixed. Some data report that individuals with DMD are at no greater risk for adjustment concerns than individuals with other types of chronic illness, who have been reported to improve in their ability to adjust with age.57,58 This finding is likely associated with the well-being paradox previously described: the longer the period from initial diagnosis and
initial loss of ambulation, the lower the impact illness has on their psychosocial well-being.\textsuperscript{48,49,57} Other data have shown an increased prevalence of depression (29%) and anxiety (27%) in adolescents and adults with DMD.\textsuperscript{28,59} Interviews with adults in advanced stages of DMD indicated that while overall their depression and anxiety was low, they did experience heightened anxiety during critical disease-progression milestones, including full-time wheelchair use and the initiation of mechanical ventilation, which may be one possible explanation for the variable findings on depression and anxiety in the literature.\textsuperscript{60} Hamdani et al also reported on the importance of maintaining positivity and being happy for interviewed individuals with DMD.\textsuperscript{61} Lastly, Snow et al reported that some tools used to examine psychosocial adjustment in previous literature may have overreported when individuals were affected by a progressive and chronic illness.\textsuperscript{29} There have been no studies assessing psychosocial adjustment in adolescents with BMD.

**Transition**

A review of publications assessing the effects of life-limiting conditions in adolescents and young adults identified a complex transition picture wherein adolescents were dealing with concurrent transitions (e.g., transition to adulthood and medical transitions in their health).\textsuperscript{62} Adolescents with DMD deal with issues with regard to personal developmental transition in conjunction with disease progression and functional deterioration, as well as transition from pediatric to adult care.\textsuperscript{62} A review of adolescent medical transition best-practice documents showed that while medical transition is aimed at achieving appropriate autonomy and development according to a normal developmental trajectory, for individuals with DMD, transition is more an approximation of adult roles and being “as independent as possible” for individuals with progressive conditions.\textsuperscript{61} Examples include living an autonomous life, but still living with family to provide the physical assistance needed or working toward employment as an end point in and of itself.\textsuperscript{61}

Several qualitative studies conducted with adolescents and young adults with DMD have demonstrated a critical and unique relationship between affected individuals and their parents or caregivers. As described previously, as individuals with DMD and BMD age, the degree of physical impairment and their dependence increases. Despite this, adolescents and young adults feel independent and autonomous in their lives and their ability to self-advocate and manage their condition in cooperation with their caregivers.\textsuperscript{63,64} Parents transition from being the primary provider and decision-maker to releasing decision-making and autonomy to their sons, while retaining a position as a knowledgeable consultant in their son’s care.\textsuperscript{65}

Abbott and Carpenter conducted an extensive study on transition and DMD, and demonstrated a difficulty for families with discussing transition, as it deals with the future and with it a reminder of the progressive nature of DMD and BMD.\textsuperscript{66} Most individuals in the study were essentially socially isolated and without meaningful activity upon completion of education and training, and few families recalled having meetings specific to transition. The authors postulated that medical advances in prolonging life in DMD have not been matched in planning for adulthood, transitioning, and maintaining social lives. While adolescent transition is increasingly being addressed in other medical conditions, it is clear that individuals with DMD are not receiving the same support as individuals with other complex medical conditions. There have been no studies assessing transition in adolescents with BMD.

Transition becomes even more difficult, given the known genetic inheritance of the condition. Mothers often feel guilty for transferring the affected X chromosome and feel responsible for their child’s progressive medical condition. This guilt complicates parental involvement in adolescent-transition processes. Parents may also be unwilling to have discussions regarding long-term outcome, particularly if there is a family history of DMD and loss of older male relatives. However, Fujino et al found that many individuals with DMD were cognizant of their declining muscle strength before they learned they had DMD.\textsuperscript{60} Individuals with DMD are thus at a deficit during adolescence, because they recognize their declining physical function in a time of independence and autonomy, but lack the knowledge they need to manage their condition. They have little-to-no knowledge about their condition compared with families of children with other types of genetic conditions, and gaining knowledge at this later age can have implications for self-identity development.\textsuperscript{57}

**Social challenges**

One study reported that young men with DMD did not see their lived experiences as any different from their nondisabled peers. While they acknowledged their physical challenges, they maintained age-appropriate goals, desires, and anticipated trajectories as their peers, specifically “school → college [or vocational education] → work.”\textsuperscript{68} Most individuals with DMD describe a connection with friends, their parents, and some of their providers, which provides them with comfort.\textsuperscript{69} The topic of intimate relationships is,
however, a significant problem across studies of individuals with DMD. As individuals with DMD live longer, the need for intimate relationships increases, and the lack thereof is more of a concern. Studies with adolescents with DMD have demonstrated discomfort in these individuals when the topic of intimate relationships was raised.65 Other studies have reported the desire for intimate relationships or social interactions with peers that are perceived to be unattainable.69–71 Quantitative studies demonstrate sexual life, employability, and meaningfulness of life as the biggest detractors to QOL, and qualitative self-indicated detractors included intimate relationships, going out, and social relationships.72 There have been no studies assessing social challenges in adolescents with BMD.

**Current perspectives on adolescence in DMD and BMD**

**The role of pediatric palliative care**

Palliative care is often used as a synonym for hospice care. The tenets of medical practice in the two services are similar, focusing on communication between patient and provider regarding options for maximizing QOL and the management and relief of discomfort. The crucial difference between hospice care and palliative care is that with the latter, the patient is not necessarily in the end-of-life stages of the disease (ie, death within 6 months). One critical aspect of palliative care involves advanced-care planning and directives; however, research has shown that fewer than 25% of individuals with DMD or their families have any directive documents in place.56,73 Carter et al proposed palliative care as a mechanism for patient empowerment regarding choices in future care through education on disease progression, processes, and intervention options.74 Engaging palliative care during adolescence could ease the transition process by providing families the support systems they need to accept and acknowledge death and allow them instead to focus on affirmation of life through patient education and informed decision-making about future life and medical choices prior to their need.74 In such conditions as DMD, palliative care should be considered complementary to functional preservation interventions.75 Palliative care may be the critical piece of the puzzle to address and manage the issues addressed in this review to ensure the best possible QOL and informed choice, despite the unpredictability of the disease course.75

The stated role of pediatric palliative care in life-limiting conditions that present early in life initially involves the management of care and assistance with informed decision-making. Individuals with DMD and BMD initially see a minimum of four medical specialists (neuromuscular, cardiac, respiratory and physical therapy), and this number increases with age as the condition progresses. Often, families are dealing with unpredictable rates of progression and focusing on day-to-day decisions, as opposed to considering decisions holistically and with the future in mind, especially when there are no curative options available.76 The inclusion of palliative-care services into pediatric practice and formal collaboration is infrequent.76 Ironically, the reasons providers state for not bringing end-of-life care into the management of their patient are two central areas in which early palliative-care involvement could have the most impact: uncertain prognosis and inability to acknowledge the condition is incurable.77 Furthermore, physicians who consistently deal with preservation and extension of life may have difficulty discussing topics that are not curative in nature, such as advance directives and other documents dealing with death and the end of life.78 Palliative-care professionals all indicate the need for palliative-care involvement in DMD and BMD from the point of diagnosis onward, as these professionals provide care coordination, education to allow for proactive and anticipatory decision-making about available interventions, and presenting a mechanism for a healthy approach to coming to terms with the possibility of death.75,76,79,80 Clinically, these professionals provide pain and fatigue management, and are equipped to deal with situational mental health needs related to changes in disease trajectory, stages, and end-of-life care. Proactive management of clinical decision-making and the ability to cope with death will provide families with the capacity to manage and execute a social transition plan and expectations for the future, despite the uncertainty of the prognosis.66,76 Figure 1 demonstrates the roles palliative-care professionals can play during adolescence across the topical areas described in this review. More research is needed about incorporating palliative care into the pediatric management of DMD and BMD and its effects on how these individuals manage their transition through adolescence.

**Future research needs based on the HEADSS framework**

The HEADSS (a mnemonic for home, education/employment, activities, drug use and abuse, sexual behavior, and suicidal depression) framework is based on a structured interview for adolescents that was developed in 1972.81,82 Many specialists have adopted HEADSS as a framework for conducting their clinical assessment as a form of review of systems for adolescent-medicine visits.83 We summarize the knowledge and gaps in research using the HEADSS domains
of home, education and employment, activities, drugs, suicide and depression, and sexuality. Table 1 summarizes what was reported in the literature reviewed in this article.

Home
Research to date has demonstrated good, collaborative relationships between individuals with DMD and BMD and their caregivers. Caregivers are able to transition decision-making autonomy to their children during adolescence and beyond, and the reported QOL of caregivers for individuals with DMD increases during this time after the event of loss of ambulation of their child. Caregivers report feeling more capable of managing their child’s condition at this stage, and instead focus on rearing their adolescent sons into men. Caregivers, primarily mothers, continue to report feelings of guilt and inadequacy in caring for a child with DMD and transferring the affected X chromosome to their child. Transition data demonstrate a delay in discussing the life-limiting nature of the condition with the child, and families hesitate to plan proactively for transition and medical management, avoiding any conversations that may broach subjects related to the variable nature of the condition or death.

Education and employment
Given the proportion of individuals with DMD who will present with an intellectual disability and the fact that all individuals with DMD perform on average at 1 SD below the general population, most individuals with DMD should have an individualized education program to provide them the supports they need to complete secondary school successfully. All individuals with DMD and BMD are at high risk of learning disabilities involving executive function and other behavioral conditions that can interfere with the learning environment, and should be assessed upon entering school. Adolescents with DMD and BMD have the same goals as their typically developing peers. While transition is complex for this group, the fact that families do not recall any meetings specific to transition and actual supports to enact any transition plans are sorely lacking leaves many of these individuals socially isolated and without any meaningful activities to engage in as adults. Significant efforts need to be made to actualize the transition process, rather than simply making a plan.

Activities
The purpose of addressing activities with adolescents is to gain understanding for their peer group, self-identity, and

---

**Table 1** Summary of reported in the literature reviewed in this article.

- **Home**
  - Research to date has demonstrated good, collaborative relationships between individuals with DMD and BMD and their caregivers.
  - Caregivers are able to transition decision-making autonomy to their children during adolescence and beyond.
  - The reported QOL of caregivers for individuals with DMD increases during this time after the event of loss of ambulation of their child.
  - Caregivers report feeling more capable of managing their child’s condition at this stage, and instead focus on rearing their adolescent sons into men.
  - Caregivers, primarily mothers, continue to report feelings of guilt and inadequacy in caring for a child with DMD and transferring the affected X chromosome to their child.
  - Transition data demonstrate a delay in discussing the life-limiting nature of the condition with the child, and families hesitate to plan proactively for transition and medical management, avoiding any conversations that may broach subjects related to the variable nature of the condition or death.

- **Education and employment**
  - Given the proportion of individuals with DMD who will present with an intellectual disability and the fact that all individuals with DMD perform on average at 1 SD below the general population, most individuals with DMD should have an individualized education program to provide them the supports they need to complete secondary school successfully.
  - All individuals with DMD and BMD are at high risk of learning disabilities involving executive function and other behavioral conditions that can interfere with the learning environment, and should be assessed upon entering school.

- **Activities**
  - The purpose of addressing activities with adolescents is to gain understanding for their peer group, self-identity, and
determine whether social isolation is occurring.81 Engaging in extracurricular activities provides adolescents with structured and supervised time to increase their social relationships with peers who have similar interests. Some of the literature reviewed describes the social relationships of individuals with DMD, but does not address social engagement or participation directly. Several articles report experiences of social isolation for individuals with DMD. More research on early engagement in activities and groups that can continue despite the decline in function during later ages should be undertaken.

### Drugs

Hallmarks of adolescence include exploration and risky behavior. The European School Survey Project on Alcohol and Other Drugs 2015 data release reported 15- to 16-year-olds found cigarettes (61%) and alcohol (78%) to

---

**Table 1** Summary of research knowledge on adolescent-medicine clinical evaluation areas using the HEADSS framework for DMD and BMD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEADSS topic</th>
<th>What is known</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden of care</td>
<td>health care costs are significantly higher for the 14- to 29-year-old DMD group (US)41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>twofold increase in outpatient visits, threefold increase in medications, and 13-fold increase in cost of hospitalization for DMD over control (US)41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social challenges</strong></td>
<td>studies report good relationships between individuals with DMD and their caregivers63–65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>caregivers of individuals with DMD report higher levels of anxiety and depression and decreased HRQOL; however, parents of adolescents have improved HRQOL, as their ability to manage the condition has increased50,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>caregiver guilt and feelings of inadequacy noted, predominantly in mothers62,66,67,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education and employment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurocognitive</td>
<td>approximately a quarter of all individuals with DMD will have an intellectual disability, and genetic mutations correlated with this presentation are known27–29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individuals with BMD do not differ from the population on IQ levels, whereas individuals with DMD perform on average at 1 SD below the population26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>both BMD and DMD populations have a higher frequency of learning disabilities involving executive function and behavioral conditions, such as autism, ADHD and OCD28–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition</strong></td>
<td>adolescents with DMD maintain the same personal development goals as their peers, seeking college of vocational training and aiming to work as adults68–72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>families do not recalling having formal transition discussions with providers66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transition for individuals with DMD is a complex, multifaceted process, making it even more challenging for adolescents62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individuals who are in postsecondary education do not report having meaningful activities, have difficulty finding work, and experience social isolation66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities</strong></td>
<td>no studies describing extracurricular activities of adolescents with DMD or BMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drugs</strong></td>
<td>no studies found on risk-taking behaviors in adolescents with DMD or BMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suicide and depression</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life</td>
<td>individuals with DMD report high levels of quality of life, particularly during adolescence62,65–67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>authors cite a well-being paradox, with quality of life improving with age after ambulation has ceased44,49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parents consistently report the perceived QOL of their children as significantly lower than individuals with DMD themselves do48,52,53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial adjustment</strong></td>
<td>reports on depression and anxiety in DMD are mixed, with some data reporting no greater risk and some data reporting higher incidence38,57–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>individuals with DMD report higher levels of anxiety during critical transition periods, such as first full-time wheelchair use or initiation of mechanical ventilation10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scales used to assess depression and anxiety in DMD in the literature may be overreporting incidence, as they are not normed for individuals who have a progressive and chronic illness29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexuality</strong></td>
<td>intimate relationships appear to be viewed as unattainable for adolescents and young adults with DMD, despite their desire and longing for that type of relationship68–72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; HRQOL, health-related quality of life; BMD, Becker muscular dystrophy; IQ, intelligence quotient; ADHD, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder; OCD, obsessive–compulsive disorder; QOL, quality of life.
be accessible.\(^6\) On average, 23% (9%–46%) of responders across the countries reported smoking cigarettes and 47% (14%–72%) report using alcohol by the age of 13 years or younger.\(^6\) These topics were not addressed with individuals with DMD or BMD.

**Suicide and depression**

Studies on depression in DMD have demonstrated reports of depression and QOL on par with the general population.\(^{42,45–49}\) There have been some studies to indicate some increased reporting of depression and anxiety, but these may be attributable to the use of inappropriate scales or directly attributable to a situational change, such as the loss of ambulation when these emotions are natural and understandable.\(^{28,29,57–60}\)

There are no data on suicide in DMD or BMD. While mood disorders have been well studied in DMD, there are no data on depression for those with BMD not contending with an early death, but rather a life-long decline in function.

**Sexuality**

The topic of sexuality has not been addressed relating to sexual activity, risky sexual behavior, or sexual maturity for individuals with DMD. Articles reporting on sexuality in DMD rather described what these individuals imagined sexuality might be like. Intimate relationships appear to be viewed as unattainable for adolescents and young adults with DMD, despite their desire and longing for that type of relationship.\(^{68–72}\) Given the fact that these individuals are living into their fourth decades, extensive research needs to be performed to determine how to alter the mind set that living with a severe disability somehow precludes them from having an intimate relationship and determining a means to increasing their participation in adolescent activities, such as dating. Individuals with BMD who have more severe manifestations of their condition need to be studied regarding their experiences with sexuality as well.

**Conclusion**

Many topics critical to the adolescent experience have not been addressed in the literature for DMD and BMD. This may be attributable to the relatively recent increase in life span for individuals with DMD changing the adolescent experience from one representing the end of life to one more in keeping with typically developing peers. BMD is infrequently studied, as the prevalence of BMD is far lower than DMD. Literature studying DMD excludes BMD, as the milder and more variable course confounds the DMD data; however, in issues related to adolescent health, the reporting of relevant issues combining DMD and BMD into more of a severity spectrum should be considered. There are risk factors for adolescents that have more of an effect on less severely affected individuals and others that are worse for those with rapid functional decline. Additionally, research addressing the role palliative care can play in improving outcomes during adolescence and beyond is lacking. Regardless, the concept of adolescence and neuromuscular conditions needs to be addressed, given the increasing proportion of adolescents with DMD and BMD who will live well into adulthood and deserve to live as typical a social life as possible.
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